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the meaning of material is relating to derived from or consisting of matter especially physical how to use material
in a sentence synonym discussion of material noun the substance or substances of which a thing is made or
composed stone is a durable material anything that serves as crude or raw matter to be used or developed wood
pulp is the raw material from which paper is made any constituent element a textile fabric material for a dress n 1
the substance or substances out of which a thing is or can be made 2 something such as an idea or information
that is to be refined and made or incorporated into a finished effort material for a comedy 3 materials tools or
apparatus for the performance of a given task writing materials 4 yard goods or cloth 5 a physical substance that
things can be made from building materials such as stone crude oil is used as the raw basic material for making
plastics fewer examples the meteorites contained only inorganic material clay is a very plastic material uranium is
a radioactive material a physical substance that things can be made from building materials such as stone crude
oil is used as the raw basic material for making plastics fewer examples the meteorites contained only inorganic
material clay is a very plastic material uranium is a radioactive material from natural to synthetic fibers and from
knit to woven here s a look at different fabric types and how to identify them deciding which type of fabric to make
an item with is an important decision as fabrics can have countless qualities material is defined as the substance
or mixture of substances that constitute the object based on the biological basis materials can be classified as
living or nonliving materials without any impurities are said to be pure and are said to be impure when any foreign
material or impurities are present in it a material is a substance or mixture of substances that constitutes an
object materials can be pure or impure living or non living matter materials can be classified on the basis of their
physical and chemical properties or on their geological origin or biological function material is cloth from which
clothes curtains or similar items can be created if you sew your own bathing suit it s important to make sure the
material you use doesn t turn transparent when it gets wet material in american english məˈtɪriəl adjective 1 of
matter of substance relating to or consisting of what occupies space physical a material object material forces 2 a
of the body or bodily needs satisfactions etc corporeal sensual or sensuous use our material calculator to work out
how much material you will require calculate weight volume and total cost for your next landscaping project a
material property is an intensive property of a material i e a physical property or chemical property that does not
depend on the amount of the material these quantitative properties may be used as a metric by which the benefits
of one material versus another can be compared thereby aiding in materials selection material adj mid 14c real
ordinary earthly drawn from the material world contrasted with spiritual mental supernatural a term in scholastic
philosophy and theology from old french material materiel 14c and directly from late latin materialis adj of or
belonging to matter from latin materia matter stuff wood material by ros barber is a nine stanza poem that s
separated into uneven sets of lines the first five contain eight lines the sixth stanza nine and stanzas seven and
eight seven lines and the eighth stanza has eight lines once more the best material study guide on the planet the
fastest way to understand the poem s meaning themes form rhyme scheme meter and poetic devices material
comparative more material superlative most material having to do with matter consisting of matter this compound
has a number of interesting material properties synonyms for material potential substance making potentiality
timber stuff raw material possibility antonyms of material immaterial nonmaterial nonphysical incorporeal
formless disembodied insubstantial invisible the many materials studied and applied in materials science are
usually divided into four categories metals polymers semiconductors and ceramics thesaurus uncountable
information or ideas used in books etc she s collecting material for her latest novel uncountable items used in a
performance the band played all new material at the gig see material in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary
check pronunciation material material is a poem by ros barber which considers the transition between childhood
and adulthood and the narrator s nostalgia for a less consumer driven world through the description of a
traditional handkerchief
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material definition meaning merriam webster May 19 2024 the meaning of material is relating to derived
from or consisting of matter especially physical how to use material in a sentence synonym discussion of material
material definition meaning dictionary com Apr 18 2024 noun the substance or substances of which a thing is
made or composed stone is a durable material anything that serves as crude or raw matter to be used or
developed wood pulp is the raw material from which paper is made any constituent element a textile fabric
material for a dress
material definition of material by the free dictionary Mar 17 2024 n 1 the substance or substances out of
which a thing is or can be made 2 something such as an idea or information that is to be refined and made or
incorporated into a finished effort material for a comedy 3 materials tools or apparatus for the performance of a
given task writing materials 4 yard goods or cloth 5
material definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 16 2024 a physical substance that things can be made
from building materials such as stone crude oil is used as the raw basic material for making plastics fewer
examples the meteorites contained only inorganic material clay is a very plastic material uranium is a radioactive
material
material english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 15 2024 a physical substance that things can be made from
building materials such as stone crude oil is used as the raw basic material for making plastics fewer examples the
meteorites contained only inorganic material clay is a very plastic material uranium is a radioactive material
28 types of fabrics and their uses 2024 masterclass Dec 14 2023 from natural to synthetic fibers and from knit to
woven here s a look at different fabric types and how to identify them deciding which type of fabric to make an
item with is an important decision as fabrics can have countless qualities
what is material properties of materials classification Nov 13 2023 material is defined as the substance or mixture
of substances that constitute the object based on the biological basis materials can be classified as living or
nonliving materials without any impurities are said to be pure and are said to be impure when any foreign
material or impurities are present in it
material wikipedia Oct 12 2023 a material is a substance or mixture of substances that constitutes an object
materials can be pure or impure living or non living matter materials can be classified on the basis of their
physical and chemical properties or on their geological origin or biological function
material definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 11 2023 material is cloth from which clothes
curtains or similar items can be created if you sew your own bathing suit it s important to make sure the material
you use doesn t turn transparent when it gets wet
material definition in american english collins english Aug 10 2023 material in american english məˈtɪriəl
adjective 1 of matter of substance relating to or consisting of what occupies space physical a material object
material forces 2 a of the body or bodily needs satisfactions etc corporeal sensual or sensuous
material calculator how much material do i need Jul 09 2023 use our material calculator to work out how much
material you will require calculate weight volume and total cost for your next landscaping project
list of materials properties wikipedia Jun 08 2023 a material property is an intensive property of a material i e
a physical property or chemical property that does not depend on the amount of the material these quantitative
properties may be used as a metric by which the benefits of one material versus another can be compared thereby
aiding in materials selection
material etymology of material by etymonline May 07 2023 material adj mid 14c real ordinary earthly drawn from
the material world contrasted with spiritual mental supernatural a term in scholastic philosophy and theology
from old french material materiel 14c and directly from late latin materialis adj of or belonging to matter from
latin materia matter stuff wood
material by ros barber poem analysis Apr 06 2023 material by ros barber is a nine stanza poem that s
separated into uneven sets of lines the first five contain eight lines the sixth stanza nine and stanzas seven and
eight seven lines and the eighth stanza has eight lines once more
material poem summary and analysis litcharts Mar 05 2023 the best material study guide on the planet the fastest
way to understand the poem s meaning themes form rhyme scheme meter and poetic devices
material wiktionary the free dictionary Feb 04 2023 material comparative more material superlative most material
having to do with matter consisting of matter this compound has a number of interesting material properties
material synonyms 258 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 03 2023 synonyms for material potential
substance making potentiality timber stuff raw material possibility antonyms of material immaterial nonmaterial
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nonphysical incorporeal formless disembodied insubstantial invisible
materials science definition types study facts Dec 02 2022 the many materials studied and applied in
materials science are usually divided into four categories metals polymers semiconductors and ceramics
material noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 01 2022 thesaurus uncountable information
or ideas used in books etc she s collecting material for her latest novel uncountable items used in a performance
the band played all new material at the gig see material in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check
pronunciation material
material poem analysis and notes interpreture english Sep 30 2022 material is a poem by ros barber which
considers the transition between childhood and adulthood and the narrator s nostalgia for a less consumer driven
world through the description of a traditional handkerchief
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